
Oswald as Sole Suspect 

Re: Chapter writing (Subjects/Order)/File 7 /Box 9 

@1 Account by detectives Richard M. Sims and Elmer “Sonny” Boyd. . .These are 

the two detectives that Frtiz assigned to Oswald while he was in the Dallas lock- 

up for 2 days before he was murdered. A strain of respect for Oswald in their 

account of these 2 days. Most of the time he was “a model prisoner”(p. 2) Only 2 

occasions when he snapped. One was his contact with Hosty and the other was 

when a reporter asked Oswald if he shot the President and Oswald sharp reply “1 

am just a patsy.” P. 2 end of page that at about 3a.m. on Sunday morning 

everything was quiet. . . .this was time to move Oswald. . . .Impression both had 

was that Oswald’s security was a joke. . .F7/item 1) 

@ DiEugen o on Bugs On the First 48 Hours. .. Spend some time with this . . 

.there is good stuff. . . File 7/item 2) 

@ Mae Brussell Oswald’s Last words (File 7/Item 3) 

@ P. Dale Scott p. 2 (only) where he slides over12:45 description of JFK’s assassin 

as Oswald and his vitals. . . .(File 7/Item 8). . . gives documentation/but 

compromised by copying. . 

@ Hal’s destruction of evidence in the case. . . strong emphasis on Brennan but 

includes other useful areas****** Taken from his Posner MS. (File 7/item 9) 

@ News stories immediately after assassination and Oswald’s own murder .. the 

dead Oswa d in the frame (despite no forensic evidence worth spit). . . 

@ White database notes description of shooter (what about name) as “white, 

slender, weighing about 165 pounds, about 5 ft 10 inches tall and in his early 

thirties. ...” Graph also notes that WC says “probably” description came from 

Howard L. Brennan... .Page cites is p. 144... is that in WCR. Yep its laid out in the 

WCR on p. L44*****


